




Because of certain rumors of Soviet
propaganda and the fact that the price
of American wheat recently dropped
in the face of a market that was
attempting to rise, the Department of
Agriculture undertook sm investigation
about two weeks ago. 'The inquiry re-
vealed beyond a doubt that the Rus-
sian Government was short-selling
wheat in the Chicago market. As
American farmers are now marketing
their grain, that is, arranging sales
whereby both the grain and the money
will exchange hands at some future
date, the price depression, if continued,
will cause great injury to them.
As all the sales were transacted
through members of the Chicago
Board of Trade. Secretary of Agricul-
ture Hyde asserts that the Board
should be held responsible for the sub-
sequent depression. Representative
Pish. Chairman of the House Commit-
tee investigating Communist activities.
WELLESLEY, MASS., OCTOBER 2, 1930
History Major Attends
Geneva Summer Courses
Wellesley's representative at the
Geneva School of International Studies
this summer was Edith Kennelly, '31.
At the time of the collegiate League
of Nations, several Wellesley students,
learning that Smith, Vassar and other
colleges send delegates, be-
agitate for a Wellesley repre-
Col-
lege Government si/hola. ship \v;is .
ated, Edith Kennelly, who is ma
ing in history and economics, was
lected by a committee of faculty
students for the honor of presen
Wellesley's views abroad.
Following is her account of her si
mer's experiences:
There is probably no place in
world more admirably suited to
Moving pictures illustrating three I
centuries of Massachusetts history will
j
be presented in Alumnae Hall on Frl-
J
day evening, October 3. The presenta-
;
tion, given under the auspices of the;
Wellesley Tercentenary Committee, will
j
begin at 8 o'clock. The doors will be
opened to members of the College at
~f FACULTY MEMBERS
^l^^rl6:] RESUME WORK HERE
Those Absent on Leave Spent






to discuss the situation. The Board
(Continued on Page 9. Col. 1)
Competitive Sport Events
Marks A. A. Water Carnival
Water Sports Day took place on very
short notice on last Thursday after-
noon, Sept. 26, at 3:45 o'clock at the
Crew House. It was the sudden and
happy inspiration of Miss Elliott and
Sheila Burton, both of the Hygiene De-
partment. The number of people
who turned out on a notice posted only
that morning gave ample proof of the
Wei-
All the glamor of
meet was added by Joan Pierson. mega-
phone in hand, high upon the diving
platform, announcing the events in :
Graham MacNamee's best ring-side
style. Spectators, forbidden to stand
upon the float, lined the shore while
a few energetic smokers watched from
canoes as close to shore as possible.
First on the program of events come
the Old Clothes Race between News
and A. A. , with Marie Mayer repre-
;
senting the former and Florence Har-
riman the latter. The race was close,
:
subsequent dressing contest, with
News winning by a shirt. Then came
'
C. G. versus C. A. in a blood-thirsty
event entitled "Sink'Em." in which two!
canoes full of people tried to sink one
,
another. C. A. remained above the
surface of Lake Waban longer, there-
by winning the race, while poor C. G.
;
The appropriately named Standing-
Up Race was third on the list. Thisi
was an interclass competition: a race
|
A tense moment occurred when one
j
of the canoes upset completely mid- i
way in the dash. 1934 began the year
well by coming In first. Perhaps the
most amusing race was the fourth and
middle one of the afternoon—the
Bookworm Race—an interclass relay
with the participants required to swim
on their backs and read out loud from
a newspaper or magazine. Unfortu-
nately the spectators laughed so up-
roariously that the swimmers could not
be heard; Mary Elizabeth Wheeler read
'
and backed into a victorious finish for
the Secretariat of the League of Na-
tions and the International Labor
Office and over seventy international
organizations of varied character. Of
all the summer schools the Geneva
School of International Studies is the
largest, having had an enrollment this
year of over three hundred and fifty
students from more than thirty coun-
tries. Most of the Europeans are in-
vited by the Directors to attend the
school; and it is well that they are
carefully chosen for they are unofficial
but important ambassadors of their
countries. In the informal and inti-
mate life of Geneva one cannot help
forming associations with each coun-
try around the students from that par-
ticular nation.
The ideal of the school seems to be
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
Student Spends Summer In
Holyoke Settlement House
After spending the summer of 1929 at
the Bryn Mawr Summer School for
Women Workers in Industry, an inter-
est in psychological work and indus-
trial conditions led me to secure
through the Personnel Bureau the
position of tennis instructor for this
summer, at the Skinner Club. The
Skinner Club is generously supported
as a neighborhood house in the city
of Holyoke, Mass., by Mr. Skinner, head
of the Skinner Silk Mills. The major
part of my work was to teach tennis
to 150 girls, most of whom were be-
ginners, and to provide other forms of
Seicrnuk' will be held
' evening, October 4.. Members
i of the class meet at 6:45 in back of the
Chapel. There will be song practice,
1
to which every member of '33 is asked
j
to come, at 4:40. Thursday. October 2,
in Billings Hall.
The speaker in Chapel on Sunday,
;
October 5, will be Dr. Robert Seneca
Smith, of the department of Religious
1 Education at Yale University. Dr.
Smith graduated from Yale in 1903 and
received his M. A. from there in 1905.
He was visiting professor at Yale from
1922 to 1925. when he received the hon-
of Christian Nurtui
often a useless dissipation of energy.
Seniors especially should concentrate
their work. We need some means of re-
straint to protect the teachers. To have
strangers continually and at will
wandering into classes is confusing. It
breaks the close relation a teacher
should have with the regular students.
When Miss Calkins was lecturing in the
University of California, she found it
inoying constantly to find new, un- Holland "at
15 months. Miss Ruth
E. Clark, Professor of French, has been
ject of Great Britain and Jansenism.
From June, 1929. until February of this
year she studied at the British Mu-
seum in London. The remainder of
her time until September, Miss Clark
spent in various libraries in Paris, with




siders interfere with regular class \
We must require permission to keep
classes in order.' , ^^ ^ an award q{ & Quggen _
Miss Gamble: "There is no particu- he im fellowship for a second time, Miss
lar need for permission to listen in judith B. Williams of the Department
especially in
methods ; : ; of religious edu-
Wellesley Club
of History
thorough fashion the work she
>ing in England year before last.
In investigating the efforts of England
to develop new markets for her ex-
panding manufactures between 1750
and 1850, she studied chiefly diplomatic
correspondence, reports of British con-
lowing regulations in regard to u
the Boston Wellesley Club House.
the Club House should be made
through the office of the Assistant Dean
of Residence, Room 15, Administration
Office Hours












fore 8:00 P. M.
Seniors and Juniors who desire
to report between 8:00 and 10:00
P. M. must make such arrange-
ments when registering at the
office of the Assistant Dean of
Girls generally do start it w
year's work gets
they quickly give it up or
a girl's intellectual interest i
is satisfied, she drops it. It i
s practice that corrects itself,
vice of the college administra- 1 su iSj f naval officers i
all parts of the world, material now
stored for the most part in the Public
(Record Office in London. She also
1 would be no room in classes for regu-
! visited Liverpool and the leading in-
;
lar students. Even the permissions
, dustrial centers of England in search
;
that are given are overcrowding classes. I f information.
1 Many students who want to listen in The Naval Conference, the Lambeth
I on a course should not take the time conference of three hundred bishops,
from their work. It would reflect on
, the appearance of the Simon report
the College Administration if a girl : on India, the efforts of the Labour Party
who had been listening in failed a to carry a most ambitious program
required course. In many cases the' through Parliament, the attempt to
instructors feel that it has no value, create a new party dedicated to "Em-
that to grasp a subject at all some| p i re F^e Trade." made the year one
amount of time must be spent on it
\ f unusual interest in public affairs.
outside of class." Singularly good weather gave oppor-
June Kennedy, 31: "Listening in on tunity for many of those week-end
courses is a good thing that should be tramps during which England reveals
encouraged. It gives an opportunity to
j
her most intimate beauties to those
do more research by not requiring class who love her.
preparation, and allows a greater I
number of students to take courses!
have to omit
;
Students must return directly
their respective functions and n
personally to the chaperon:
a. Before midnight on
nights from informal e
required i It should Professor
hindered by requiring permis- spent the ny. During
Smith took
registration to in
on Page 2. Col. 4)
Tennis Club. Several teas, a weekly
bridge party and dance, frequent swim-
ming and picnic excursions, a tennis
finally a Tennis Party
Before 12:30 on Siiuiruin
nights from ALL entertain-
Within half an hour of the end




a Diving Exhibition finished the day.
Graham MacNamee. alias Joan Pier-
son, then brought Water Sports Day
to a happy end by inviting all the
spectators in for a General swim.
ie chief prob-
lems was to bring the girls together,
both on and off the courts, in such a
way that they would find pleasure and
companionship in playing together.
Through the advantage of living at
tor had the opportunity to help with
various parts of the program carried
on there for the relief of the poor. I
had charge in the mornings of the sun
ranging from six months to twelve
years. This included the giving of a
mid-morning luncheon, clinical exam-
ination, sun baths, and simplified in-
struction in hygiene. Since the poorer
population of the city was grouped
largely into Greek, Polish, and French
sections, and these communities still
i remain relatively
(Continued on Page 5. Col
Students may din
those public places which are within
six miles of Boston and are approved
by the chaperon of the Club House,
a. Permission to attend parties
outside of the six-mile limit
must be obtained from the
Dean of Residence.
Seniors and Juniors must leave Wel-
lesley by 9:15 P. M. at the latest when
motoring to the Club House; Sopho-
mores and Freshmen by 7:15 P. M.
A student will be held responsible for
the payment for a room unless the
is cancelled in the office of
Dean of Residence by
Freshmen Houses Elect Song
Leaders; Fire Chiefs Named
Friday night saw election of song
leaders in the Freshmen Houses, and
appointment of fire captains by the
Vill Juniors.
Song Leaders
Freshman Song Leader Edith Levy
». M. on the day indicated; b
on Saturdays except in the fal


























spent at the United University of
Halle-Wittenberg at Halle, where the
Old Testament Faculty included Pro-
fessors Hermann Gunkel and Otto
Eissfeldt. (The latter has added an
"L" to the "JEDP" of Sophomore
Bible). The summer semester of 1930
Miss Smith spent at Bonn on the




Here is your cha
rope, both gracefully and
Betsy Taft
safely xi,^ wln be a required rope
Marie Kass drln for the class of 1934 at tne Gym .
Elise Schoenberg
nasium on Thursday| 0ctober 2 and
Virginia Porterfield Tllursclny
,
October 9, at 3:30. Watch
Nell Willman for the notlces on tne index „oal .d
Betty Kingsbury
, and tne c G board
Celine Koester
|
^^ is always tne dangel. of fire
Buelah Horrbergi and you wouWn .t llke t0 be caught on
Harriet Brady tne .teenth floor of some old building.
Helen GantZ| We snall instruct you how to saTe
Fire Captains . y0ursell and save your friends. Up-
Dorothy Childs
, perclassmen who haven't had this
Mary Louise Hall I cnance are cordially invited to join us.
Dorothy Rehrig
J Come> eVeryone!




The following description of Junior
Month is given by Katherine Stanley,
Wellesley's representative in last sum-
Junior Month means that twelve
girls, one from each of twelve leading
girls' colleges in the East, spent the
month of July together in New York,
studying social service work. New
York City was the campus and its
people and institutions the books.
Elevan of the twenty-eight days we
spent visiting families, talking with
and seeing the people of the tene-
ments. We took children to clinics,
helped some get ready for camp, took
INQUIRING REPORTER
ihrills: we saw a i;n-ai deal and learned
a great deal. It was a wonderful ex-
perience and I, for one, can say the
biggest in my life. I only wish that
Juniors—your chance will come next
July. Any and every one of you would
enjoy it. My column is full but I have
much more to say and anyone inter-
ested is certainly welcome to ask
questions any time.
The "Junior Month" girls this year
i Barnard Helen Poote
Bryn Mawr
Hilda Vail—Spinoza Thomas
trusted to a French author.
Maurois, famed especially t
biographies, has been chosen :
Other
r looked for jobs for their
One of us found a job for a
it in time to keep him from
suicide. We learned a
here. Some of the experi-
s heart-breaking, but we
ed with the strength and
found in these people.
.ys we met and talked with
the leaders of the city. Dr. Pattison.
who is director of Potts Memorial Hos-
pital, supervisor of Medical Social Ser-
vice and National Tuberculosis Asso-
ciation, talked to us about Tuberculosis
as a social and medical problem, and
Dr. Potter of the Psychiatric Institute
told us of the feebleminded. Dr.
Kirchwey, dean of Law at Yale and
one-time Warden of Sing Sing, talked
to us about crime £
Blumgart gave us an insight into what
is happening in the field of psychiatry.
Mr. Purdy, director of the Charity
Organization Society, took us to lunch
one day at the City Club and told
us of the "housing" problems of New
York.
Miss Lamed, International Field
Secretary of the International Migra-
tion Service, talked to us of her work.
It was something new to almost all
of us. Miss Gosselin had amusing and
thrilling stories to tell of her experi-
ences In Settlement Work. And Miss
Odencrantz. Director of the Employ-
ment Center for the Handicapped, had
wonderful tales to tell. Perhaps the
talk that gave us most to think about
was that of Mr. Bagnall, the director
Elmira Margaret Lumpkin
Ooucher Virginia Potter.
Mount Holyoke Ruth Cooper
RadclirTe Priscilla Sage!
Smith Rachael Darling,









Advancement of Colored People,
talked of race prejudice, giving
educated colored man's point of
He brought out some startling p
After these very interesting
we would i
examples of different
such as the Henri
House, the Maternity Center, the huge
new Medical Center. Ellis Island, the
School of Another Chance. Children's
Hospital where a clinic was held for
us to see the various types of feeble-
mindedness, Children's Court, the
House of Refuge, Children's Village
at Dobbs Ferry, N. Y., the Workmen's
Compensation Bureau, employment
bureaus, Harlem, and many others.
Everywhere we went we were shown
around not by guides but by the direc-
the We
ways shown "•back-stage" where visitors
are not ordinarily taken.
In our free moments we were royally
entertained. Each week-end we were
invited out of the h
end Miss Jennings
her lovely home in Fairfield. Conn.
The next Sunday we spent at the home
of Mr. De Forrest at Cold Spring Har-
bor. We had a delightful time sailing
;
and swimming. Mrs. Childs invited us
to her home in Stamford, Conn., the
third week-end, where we brought ping
'
pong and croquet back into vogue and
!
where we swam and ate to our heart's
,
content.
One day Mr. Gifford and Mr. Page,!
President and Vice President of the!
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., invited us to lunch up in the tower
of its tall building where we could
view the city round. They let us talk
Other friends sent us theater tickets
and twice Miss Jennings sent us tickets
to the Lewisohn Stadium, where we
heard the Philharmonic Symphony
Orchestra.
Page 1, Col. 2)
dif-
ferences between nationalities and the
problems confronting them, so that we
may sympathize with other races and
nationalities and spread abroad this
feeling of internationalism. The ob-
ject is to stimulate the students to
think along international lines, to
broaden their vision by giving them an
opportunity to hear opinions quite dif-
ferent from their own and to become
acquainted with the people who hold
these opinions.
Monsieur M. F. Maurette, Head of
the Research Division of the Inter-
national Labor Office, in his lectures
on The Problem oj Raw Materials made
everyone feel the
al cooperation in solving the
problems which concern the whole
world. Professor Andre Siegfried of
the Ecole Libre des Sciences Politiques
who lectured at Wellesley last year re-
vealed his observation of the United
States of America. Dr. Alexander
Meiklejohn enlightened the American
j
as well as the European students on
,
American Education which includes his
own experiment. The subject of the
United States was so interesting and
provoking that the studenis met in-
formally to discuss not only the pres-
ent standard of life and culture in
the United States but also our relation
to Europe. During the third week un-
der the subject of Asia there were lec-
tures on Islam in the Post-War World,
Indian Constitutional Development
j
and International Law and Missions.
The problem of India was the subject
of many other lectures and informal
discussions.
The week on education included lec-
tures on Psychology by Professor Piaget
of the University of Geneva, on the
English Educational System by Pro-
fessor Dover Wilson of the University
of London and a discussion on "The
Problem of Europe'' introduced by the
European students. The week on his-
tory was one of the most interesting
because of the forceful personality of
Professor Louis Eisenmann of the Uni-
versity of Paris and of Professor R.
Coupland of the University of Oxford.
The former's subject, "The Develop-
ment of Parliamentary Institutions in
Central Europe" gave rise to the dis-
cussion of such subjects as the Polish
Corridor and the Austro-German An-
schluss. Professor Coupland in his
lectures revealed some of the English
nature which explains fine points in
English history, and reviewed colonial
history touching on the problem of In-
dia today.
The lectures by Professor Malinowski
of the University of London entitled "A
Comparative Study of the Family" dur-
ing the week on sociology included an
interesting exposition of modern an-
thropological theories on marriage, sex
and the position of the family. Pro-
fessor E. Vermeil of the University of
Strasbourg during the same week dis-
Franco-German relations,
for M. Maurois says he will stay in one
place, "because when touring America
one sees nothing on account of hurry-
Miss Verna Norai, junior at Mount
Holyoke College, is the only full-blood-
ed American Indian student to have
attended a conference of the Inter-
national Student Service. Summing
up impressions of her summer tour, in
which she was in touch with the Ger-
man Youth Movement, the British
Student Christian Movement and the
French Student Union, Miss Norai de-
a friendly one and that though Ger-
man students were critical of United
States politics and policies, they cher-
ished no bitterness toward
The work of the Washington Square
Players will be a regular course in the
Department of Drama of New York]
University. This new course, which
will count as credits for the degree,]
will be entitled University Repertory,
j
An analysis of the physical
mental eharaelerist ics of the
class of the Stevens Institute of Tech-
nology revealed that the general
physical condition was "better than
what most men would call good."
Participation in some sport was the
diversion favored by 122 of the students
although one admitted interest in coin-
collecting and another in slight-of-
Oberlin College, after much delib-
eration over the expenditure of a re-
cent $700,000 gift, has decided to build
two dormitories, one for the single
students of the institution and another
for the married men of the college.
"Kitchenette suites and all modern




mission for listening in sh
quired. Classes would be t
if students were allowed to go in at
will. Requiring permission would keep
the numbers down. If any girl had
enough real interest in a subject she
will not hesitate to seek the privilege.
It would be very unfair to the teachers
because many girls might drop into
class merely to hear a teacher of son
reputation expound her ideas and n
because of any real interest in the su!
ject. The teachers would really be put
on display, for girls would attend i
class or two to see if they liked hei




We cleanse and dye
fit ri'asmiiihU- rates.
568 Washington St.
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST
Waban Block Wellesley Sq.
Tel. Wei. 0566-W
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley. M. A.
DENTIST
Colonial Bldg. Wei. 1212-1
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
Wellesley Sq. Phone 1901-1900
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The Best Abridged Dictionary because ic is based upon WEBSTER'S ^gt
The "Supreme Authority". Here is
.If'
,700 illustrations. Includes die- £
n , ri L-i ol biography and geog- jJiSj
aphy and other ieatures. ^T










One, spongy monotone tweed
!
Two, beige lapin collar, the
snuggly kind ! Three, inter-
lining and hand-sewn lining!
Four, tucks across the shoul-
ders! Five, clever lines that
hug the short jacket into
smooth fit! Six, unusual
seaming at sides of the skirt!
Seven, even the little buckle
is just as you want it, of the
tweed itself! And eight, it's
of course ideal for crisp Fall
days, and football games.
Rust, brown, green, blue.
Sizes 14 to 20, $59.50.
Other suits, $55 to S79.50
Full Fashioned Chiffon Stockings
$1
All NEW shades including the BROWNS so
fashionable this Fall. Sizes 8% to 10%, $1.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
-HE Pressman is usually able
peregrinate so rapidly that
ides his followers. This week, ho
;r, he has succumbed—or else som
us that not only
the new edition,
Hathaway informed
PERRY nas always ueeu nuu
comfortably interested ir
and novelty, hence it is only to






~ day. As they tra
this past week peregrinati
among the freshmen. He made so:
amazing discoveries. First there was|"cl
""'J'
"*"*,1
Noanett. He trailed into Noanett in .„„..,„,
, . , .
_ j nARGAIN hunters
has casual interested way, suffered: ^
from a lapse of memory, and thought
he would stop by and see Mrs. Clifton
in her office. To his embarrassment
and chagrin he found two
upperclassmen, who
e hardened to Wei-
Mr- Clif old the
signs of a perfectly good office going
through the evolutionary stages prior
to becoming a bed room. Dashed and
hurt. Perry left without seeing anyone.
He later discovered two freshmen were
breaking in the new bed room, thus I
adding two more members to Noa-
J
nett's already large group.
October. Hathaway House is small
i, since new books are coming in
itinually. frequently needs a house
aning. This time the process will
N the conventional series of corridor
parties tendered by hungry old
girls to hungrier new girls, one festiv-
ity stands out with sublime novelty.
DUgh to It happened on a certain hall in a
wander from Noanett to the golf Quadrangle dorm, where one lone re-
rse on Thursday evening,—at least, turning Junior served Wellesley Spec-
thought he was fortunate. As he ! ja is t twelve starved sophomores. Thus
jled around the course in aimless j are wellesley's traditions upheld!
I
ERRY fortunate
Miss Pendleton will hold a reception
for the purpose of meeting new mem-
bers of the faculty, on Monday even-
ing, October 6, from eight to ten
o'clock, at Alumnae Hall. In the re-
ceiving line with Miss Pendleton will
be Miss Waite, Mrs. Ewing. and Miss
Knapp. The pourers will be: Miss
Mary Wheeler. Mrs. Elizabeth Wheeler,
Mrs. Ahlers, and Miss Foster. The
ushers will be: Misses Virginia Eddy,
Harriet Lee, Helen Avery, Marion John-
son, Sibyl Wardwell, Madeline Taylor.
Esther Van Allen, Helen Hamilton,
Frances Sturgis, and Mrs. Margaret
Van Winkle.
Miss Pendleton will entertain several
of the trustees at dinner at Tower
Court before the reception.
On October 8, at 8 P. M„ in Billings
Hall, Professor N. S. B. Gras of the
Harvard School of Business Adminis-
tration, the editor of the Journal
of Economic and Business History, is to
speak to the students of Economics
101 on "The Medieval Village." Pro-
fessor Gras is known to students of
Economics and History as the author
of a number of studies in the field of
history. His talk on '"I
Village" has already been :
at Brown U;
Holyoke.
fashion he came upon a horde of fresr
men. It developed that they were tk
residents of Washington, Webb, an
Little houses gathered together for
Pit Party. Hot dogs an<
lows, speared successively on long
were the pieces de. resist mice.
few doughnuts and apples thn
completed the menu. The
were kindhearted, for they invited
starving pressman
i- mouse who has given the Zoo de
partment much food for thought. La;
spring she went away for a week-en<
The Zoo department got her back o
the following Monday. Some time latt
she startled everyone by presenting tfc
department with five black mice wti
proved to be very wild. Now there :
a third generation of these mice, som
of whom are white and some of whoi
black—but they still retain their sa\
r. Kirkpatrick will play the organ
Perry the Pressman
|
for five minutes before daily chapel,
:













'30 Harriet Louise Bailey to Mr.
Joseph M. Poe. Kenyon '28, Harvard
MARRIED
I
Ex '26 Henrietta Taylor to Mr. Theo-
dore Rose, September 15.
'29 Dorothy McMillan to Mr. Robert
Mills Salisbury, September 20.
BORN
'21 To Dorothy Heller Vogeler, a son,






Excellent Food Good Service Cheerful Surroundings
Washington Street
THE past week has been full of teas. "Frauds (
On Friday afternoon Miss Flor- an article
ence Jackson, of the Personnel Bureau, ! Magazine i
gave an informal tea at 8 Hampden , The names
Street. Her guests were freshmen
j
selling at i




Miss Mary Frazer Smith and Miss art wo:
McDowell gave a tea for the new trans- Many
fer students on Saturday afternoon at!iiy for
28 Dover Road. ! tain, fi
Mabel Clark, '31, gave a general I since t
shower for Elizabeth Evelcth, ex-'31, ' The
at Agora on Saturday aftemoo
tertainment, in the form o:
tables of bridge, was provided
sction for September 28.
of 15.000 wealthy widows,
dollar a name—to whom
Many of the buyers are
Slattery Launches the Successor




GREAT consternation was caused
a sedate and respectable Bi
class this past week when a member
the department who has just returr
from her sabbatical year of absei
attempted to introduce a new tra
tion. Miss Smith brings her tra
tion from Germany. "If you object
anything—if anything bothers yo
quoth she, "just shuffle your feet." t
to the suddenness and unexpected!!
offices equipped with
from five to thirty telephones. Five
to thirty "dynamiters" persuade, coax,
flatter and bully; then wires carry then-
voices all over the United States, tick-
ling the pride of up-country business
men with unctuous promises of easy
Old-time swindlers frequently had
elegant offices with as many as twenty
prosperity and respectability. Nowadays
a tremendous amount of the selling is
done over the telephone and by mail;
"boiler rooms" are in the majority, the
come and has not yet regained sum- I field is wider, the selling quicker. The
cient confidence to shuffle in unison, organization by state law departments
Perry thinks it's a great idea and and business men of efforts to combat
would lead to greater frankness and i fraudulence has impelled the gold-
understanding in the class room. brick promoters to work more quickly
• • • with high-pressure salesmanship and
THOSE Wellesleyites who believe in I never mind the elegance. Furthermore,
the unfailing ability of the produc- : when necessity demands his sudden ab-
er to supply them the things they need
|
sence the swindler finds it advantage-
were sadly disillusioned last week. They
j
ous not to be encumbered with plush
went to buy their new Economics book, chairs and other massive tokens of re-
a revised edition of Fairchild, Fur- spectability.
COR Tom 7 hum putte rs, for young
rumble se at riders, ft r brisk cam-
pus-trekkers, ve offer the little ister
of the polo oat -our own P utter
coat in gay tv, eeds with aqlan s loul-
ders, a nonchalant swagge r belt obe
nipped tightly dee j-deep patch pock-
ets in which you our hands,
tricky buttons and a rag of a match.
ing beret tha you clap an the back
of your head — a decidedly c isual,
breezy outfit s thi sone.
The Putter Coat and
matching Beret $25
in sizes 14 to 20
Slattery's
Quite as Perplexing as





You really should !
In a case like this,
you can't be expected
to carry a valise-like
"handbag"
And yet what is to become
of that precious fistful
of keys, coins and compact?
Just trust it
to the faithful clutch
of a zipper-sealed
TUCKITBOOK!
You chuck it into your pocket,
and there's nothing to dangle!
In bright colored leathers,
designed to fit the campus
needs of Wellesley girls- at








you wear a waistline,
but how do you belt it?
Not with an insignificant little
string that matches your dress,
we hope—when you can
have these tricky little Bells.
Sketched are: the new
Snake Belt, in silver-
supple and serpentine—which
alone can "make" a dress, 5.95
The plaited gold girdle, wo-
ven of tiny elastic springs, $3










WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS Miss Ferguson Retires New Executive Secretary




Susan Minns of Boston ai
action of the Board of Trustees of the
College, Professor Margaret
guson has been appointed Research
Professor of Botany, and retires from
the chairmanship of the department,
position which she has so ably held
for twenty-five years.
Professor Ferguson will
self to cytological and genetical studies
with special reference
While her colleagues in the depart-
ment welcome for Professor Ferguson
this opportunity for research in her
chosen field, her retirement from the
leadership of the department through
which she has so splendidly served the
college, is a cause for sincere regret.
WAY BACK WHEN
Crocker has actively served
|
Wellesley, her alma mater,
when she was chairman of Wellesley's
War Service Committee.
abroad. During the i
period after the war, she personally , And what
assisted the director of the Wellesley
'
He read thl
Reconstruction Unit in organizing its Mournfully
work in twelve villages in Prance. Her Because it :
committee also organized workrooms of lonB '°s ' days
in alumnae centers in this country, whl
'n that naa been a leal Problem.
and raised $100,000 from Wellesley He t00k out hls new Schedule
alumnae during the same period. And concentrated on it
In 1921, when Wellesley's semi-cen- g^'^, ^^^^"t.hot mon ,,t
tennial fund drive was organized i











we are taunted with that re]
continually we struggle to deny
too seldom do we judge the criticism
impartially. We cheerfully
outside world, and that, aftei
lesley is near Boston. We n
to recall that, if we have beer
local and national affairs










Yet there are a fe
lude themselves, who pel
advantages of isolation
manage to look beyond oui
zon. Last spring those ft
lishment of a fund which would make ;
possible for one student to study at th
International School in Geneva; th
culmination was College Government
prompt offer 01 a scholarship, fo
which we shall always be indebtec
There will be two essential prerequisites
required of the girl to whom
scholarship is awarded. In the
place, her academic background must
include several history and economics
courses. In the second place, sh<
must be a sophomore or junior, sc
that, the following fall, the college wil
have the privilege of sharing her ex-
periences. The idea of this move wa;
no sooner evolved than it was carriec
out. For the rapidity of its action, the
generosity of its offer, and, above a",
for the broadness of its vision, College
Government deserves the most ei
siastic congratulations.
the second issue of the News
I
district
college year 1930-31 should ap- i quota
I pear on October 2, 1930, is not in itself months
e acclimated and
I
a particularly startling phenomenon, drive.
n Press Board is The significant thing is that exactly
|
trustee





y was appointed chairma:
about that first, ! 2 - 1914, was published by alumnae of
week of welcome and ' the college the so-called "Fire Issue" 1 00° needed to
iware, of course, that| of the College News. This issue con-
may pass unheeded by the tained a graphic description of the fire,
stories, authentic tales
es in which every good news-
indulges on big occasions,
even great catastrophes with
accompanying heroisms have
lighter, intensely human aspects,
kes to think of the schedule offi-
Why, we ask n
spend five days, five dragging
homesick days, in being welcomed?
And prayerfully we await an answer.
Is it to make them feel at home that
we bid the young things com
A welcome that consists o
lines at Washington and speeches
a serious and official nature from
always 1 maJor officers is scarcely conducive
hori- a leelin£ of at-homi
so early V one I
receiving cer sltting down to w
memory the schedule
tern Massachusetts Pollowing in the footsteps of
i, which raised its ' Mr - Babson
million in five He subtracted
first phase of the
\
Two free Periods on Tuesday
elected alumna ' loni tom classes on
inthefallof that: Saturday
e morning on Wednesday
the $9,000,000 goalj To a 1
;
40 and a 2:40 °n Thursday,
of the Semi-Centennial Fund which : Ifc didn l work -
was achieved this year at commence- ; The answer was always the same
—
ment under her leadership.
Besides her Wellesley w
Crocker is active in the International 2"°
t
°





Janitors are supposed to be good
Of happy hours : Boston
in New York.
the Schedule.











go far toward curing
our inexcusable self-sufficiency. Liberal
Club and Cosmopolitan Club make feeble
attempts to extend our political hori-
zon beyond Central Street; Model
League Assemblies arouse a few, but
get (In
none too informative
daily papers. There are exceptions;
several of them applied for the scholar-
ship last spring and proved that, al-
though they may be few, they are at
least keenly interested in discovering
new worlds, new people, new Ideas.
But their number is far too small.
The scholarship is providing a member
of the college, during her college car-
eer, with the privilege of reaching out
beyond text books and inconsequential
bull-sessions into a world where college
youth realizes the significance of what
is happening, and realizing it, studies
it intelligently and actively. We hope
that, spurred on by this goal and stim-
ulated by those who attain it, we shall
finally swell the group of world-minded
Wellesleyites. Perhaps College Govern-
ment has discovered the right track.
posted the
day before. And there is a graphic ac-
:»rlunn. ;--: advice"or7now count of how Mlss Marv Frazer Smith,
1 how-to-get-the-most-out-l then secletary '° the Dean, "seized the
The advice that is given in
|
key t0 the Dean 's °mce and, with the




Monaghan, rescued all the
single talk and there is no j records of students' marks from 1875 to
'. a speech at Alumnae for] the present day. Placing these most
tnd being homesick. But ; valuable academic documents in an au-
Df all, outweighing any advan-
j
tomobile, she carried them to the Presi-
that may be discovered in a I dent's house."
ing to A column of Notes in the "Fire Issue"
' gives some interesting side-lights:
'
the blister on one's :
"A Pr0feSSOr ot Phil°s°Phy who lost!
heel to think about, with no roll-
calls to irritate, no Barn recalls to
thrill, no source themes to exhaust
the verdant freshman.
Shorten Freshman Week, oh ye






vill juniors and pathetic to victims,!
there are those first long nights with,
1
. Women's City Club, of which she was
for seven years a member of the
executive committee. Miss Crocker is
at present a trustee of Wellesley, hav-
ing been elected in 1928, when her
alumnae trusteeship expired, by the
trustees to serve for a second period
everything in the fire,
prove that the things that i
FREE PRESS COLUMN
for tills cot until
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
"ta/fnents in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
And if not, why
«ot always in a spirit
of criticism do we survey;
the Campus of Wellesley,
"A workmar.
'Those girls ev n had the ho
teen any pre,
needed any
: At finding things.
I Wearily
Depths of Beebe
And called upon the ni
But in this matter of
Time arrangement
Even the unearther of I
And Waste Baskets
Could find nothing.
Adonais was tired and discouraged.
With lagging steps he turned
Towards Founders.
It was time for his 3:40.
RIPLEY RIMES
side. There
i not as cool s
they
- whoj ro
Sobbed out in Free Presses
Disturbed our superiors a lo
So the administration
To forestall lamentation
Took this chance to deny our
Believe it—why not?
' Wellesley Co,
insignificant ;To of flunks they
credit i MTnviili'
of astronomy promptly; An freshman feels, '
have been' puichased MrS- Davis ' entire supply of rather small and overawed at entering 1
tion
'
whom the handkerchiefs and distributed them to! even the open portals of Free Press, i °r t0 tel1 you your work's not so hot—
'"--! sufferers."
I She believes, however, that someone 1 Believe jt or not."
Copies of this issue, until exhaust- \ among the freshmen—for is it not sup-
nch concern was felt for| ea' may be obtained by sending eleven, posedly for their pleasure that it is \ "The General is not a conspiracy
f the college grounds,
j
cents 'covering postage) to Fire Issue, I given?—really must confirm last week's To flunk you out more easily
danger of being marredI College News, Wellesley, Mass. Any | complaint against the annual holding By means of a villainous plot-
paths, .surplus after paying expenses will j of C.A.-C.G. reception. Unlike '31, we ; Believe it or not—
"
Today almost every sign of these
|
be &iven to the College." have only attended one such tea, but.
,ths is gone, and much of the credit "Work has already been begun upon | that one was sufficient. The commit- ' "Car rules are not punitive measures
due to the people who set out shrubs! tne temporary Administration building' tees undoubtedly did their best to smile Or merely a check on your pleasures,
aner that they not only
j
which will occupy the space east of the ', Patlently and remember the newcomer's ', Or planned to save work for the cop.
grass but also made the
j
chapel and north of Music Hall. This ' name ,ong enougn to repeat it to the Believe it or not—"
spots themselves more charming. This | building will be a one-story wooden
i
next Peison in llne, or to water the
appreciation and giving no thanks, i
But many
is especially true of the ground around
the lower door of Severance and at the
foot of Norumbega
more places besides
to the care and intelligent thought-
fulness of the Botany Department.
The Campus between the Quadrangle
and Fiske Gate is yearly increasing in
beauty and individuality, and now that
the foundations of
Building are be-
ginning, the future holds the promise
nly of the removal of the tempo-
gray structures from the Campus
also of the restoring of those
grounds to an appearance worthy of
Wellesley Campus.
ich is promised
cupation by May 1." And this
"one-story wooden structure'
was guaranteed to last two years, is ; maiaae
"
1' Ana as to the t
only now, nearly seventeen years later, ' suPP°sed to lock them in s
about to be supplanted by the imposing; cnest and walt untn °
structure, going up at the rate of flf- , Slgners becomes famous
teen feet a week! ! Proudly show tr. "
Perhaps the happiest note of all is
]^fT Scrawl
struck In Jordan Marsh's advertise- : °
ren '
ment: "As a practical evidence of ourl
"
31 says tnat th
sentiment we will for the next 30 days ennfal and a11 but nopele;
allow a 10% discount on wearing ap-| snould U be? Frankly, whi
parel to Wellesley students (properly polnt of tne whole thing? 1
identified) who are obliged to replenish] sible that someone really d<
their wardrobes on account of this con- 1 this reception? If so may t
flagratlon '!
|
























silin \> i\ri;i ^s
h:,lOne of the most interesting
fling mystery plays of recent years is
Subway Express, now playing at the
Hollis Street Theater. It has much to
recommend it—a really unusual story,
excellent acting by even the minor
members of the cast, and interesting
stage technique.
A broker is murdered in a subway
car, in which the entire action of the
play takes place. All the suspects are
present in the car during the remain-
ing part of the action, so that the plot
consists in discovering which one is
the murderer. Since the homicide takes
place by electrocution, one is intro-
duced to a thoroughly original way of
committing murder.
There is a large cast, all of whom
give an admirable performance. The
greatest burden falls on Edward Ellis;
he takes the part of Inspector Han-
nen, on whom the burden of unravel-
ling the mystery falls. No less excel-
lent is the rest of the cast, even those
who provide comic relief for but a few
minutes.
The most interesting feature of the
play is the subway car itself, as it rolls
from station to station, letting off some
people at thirty-fourth street, going on
A real illusion of movement is created
and sustained throughout the play.
E. F. P. '31
SHERIDAN'S CLASSIC
ENTERS THE MOVIES
The School for Scandal, writ (
<
Ri<h:iri] Shrnd;in [award the clo
the eighteenth century, has been a
ennial on the Fnelish-.spealnnt:
even since. Sheridan, who was s
vivant, wit. and friend of the Prince
of Wales, satirized the customs
foibles of his day, showing a keei
servation of human nature. The film
version of this play has apparently lost
none of its appeal; so it will undoubt-
edly bring the charm and wit of Sher-
idan to millions who could never see
the play.
. this country, first realized the
f the play and modern-
Mr. Elvey has made the film
5 few changes as possible. He
ken no liberties with the text
s left the production almost as
staged by Sheridan himself,
role of Lady Teazle is played
by Madeline Carroll, who was at one
tremely hard to realize her stage am-
Miss Carroll has succeeded so
t she now fills the leading role




popular songs Here's to the
Maiden of Bashful Fifteen and Pur-







Capping the climax of two weeks'
events, Barnswallows welcomed the
freshmen at its annual reception on
Saturday evening, September 27, at
Alumnae Hall. Dean Knapp related
some episodes from the history of Barn
and explained the purpose of the or-
ganization. Virginia Thayer welcomed
1934 in Barn's behalf and urged the
pointed out that there are as many
opportunities in Barn for the practical-
ly minded, for the business minded,
and for those who enjoy painting scen-
ery and making costumes, as for their
more histrionic classmates. The pre-
sentation of Christopher Morley's Re-
hearsal followed, preceding the re-
ception proper held in the ballroom
Rehearsal was an excellent selection
for the year's first and most informal
event; the drama committee is to be
congratulated upon its choice. The
play was completely in keeping with
the spirit of the occasion and, to add
to its informality, amusing local ref-
erences were introduced. Remarks
about freshmen and faculty were, to
judge from the response, especially
mirth-provoking. Again, Rehearsal was
an appropriate choice for an event so
near the opening of college. No scen-
ery and no inaccessible properties were
needed; finished acting was equally un-
necessary. Spontaneous and enter-
taining were the grotesquely emo-
tional gestures of Janet Rosenthal as
the temperamental leading lady, the
muttered brogue of Yvonne Smith as
the brooding old father, and especially
the hammerings and paintings and
frantic cries of Mary Gage as the in-
glorious stage carpenter. Rehearsal
was, in short, an introduction to Barn
that should bring crowds of freshmen
to Alumnae for Informal tryouts.
M. G. '31
- bill is Animal trackers,
r Marx brothers. What
a story deals with the
African explorer at a
the
region, South Georgia, made by Dr.
Robert Cushman Murphy, curator of
American Museum of Natural
History. The picture, with sea-ele-
phants, sea-leopards, whales, penguins,
lbatrosses, and petrels as the prin-
cipal actors, is one of an interesting
group of "travelogue" pictures that are
proving very interesting as well
as entertaining.
Next Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes-
y will bring Ann Harding in the
reen version of Philip Barry's
Holiday, with Mary Astor, Edward
Everett Horton, Robert Ames, and
Hedda Hopper in the supporting cast.
The picture is an excellent screened
play, and





'C'.ntinu d Page 1. Col. 2)
tu-:i!niknowledge
sasures and familiarity with the Eng-
h language were often sadly lacking.
Since the unemployment situation
is very critical among the industrial
irkers, a
desperate states of hunger and need,
interesting phase of the work
classes in English and the
Reading Groups which met regularly
discuss and write reviews of
the material which had been selected
high literary stand-
ard, appealing, and modern.
Altogether, the two months at the
Skinner Club gave me not only experi-
teaching tennis but also a first-
hand knowledge of the poor—indus-
foreign poor, satisfied
poor, and struggling poor. Vocationally
either social work or indus-
trial personnel work.





Dean of the Divinity
School, at the University of Chicago.
Quoting from Isaiah a passage con-
cerning an ass who was weighed down
by the burden of carrying a heathen
idol, Dr. Mathews spoke of the two
kinds of Gods, co-existing to-day: the
one who is akin to the heathen idol
and is a burden; the other who is un-
seen and a deliverance.
God is a force and an existing power
Dr. Mathews brought out by interesting
comparisons. Many so-called atheists
consider the univer.se a great mechan-
ical organism, running
and irresistibly. But all
quire some one or some thing to put
them in motion initially. Thus the
great ocean liner, when in the morning
we stroll up to the bridge, seems to
steer itself; but every one realizes that
skilled hands have set the course
earlier in the day. Thus it is with God.
He is never seen but his power and




The class of '34 boasts among its
freshmen who are sisters of students
still in college. One freshman, Flor-
ence Peck, and one transfer, Harriet
Hudson, are the third to follow in their
sisters' footsteps.
Harriet Hudson, '32, follows Florence,
'32, and Leslie, '23; Florence Peck fol-
lows Rosamund, '32, and Eleanor, '29.
Amelia Bielaski, '33, has a sister Jane;
Katherine Dear, '32, has a sister Ida;
Frances Fernald, '33. Harriet Fernald;
Elizabeth Hereford, '31. Dorothy Here-
ford; Lucinda Lord, '31, Anne Lord;
Marjorie Morris, '31, Margaret Morris;
Mary Stix, '31, Helen Stix; Jane Voyle,
'32, Grace Voyle.
The seniors and the Juniors divide
the honors, each of these two classes
having four sisters among them; the














Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
The Marx Brother
'Animal Cracker
'Bottom of the World"
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30 inches long, 20 wide
and 9 deep.
Black cobra or brown shark
s Greatest Leather Stores
.
145 Tremont Street





will give you this exercise plus a great deal of enjoyment




from just will power and
ercise. The "best all 'roi
athlete" of the
will be the girl who keeps a
close watch on her vitamins.
Shredded Wheat saves those
who are out for athletic hon-




Shredded Wheat contains in
the most easily digestible
form all the vitamins, pro-
teins, mineral salts and car-
bohydrates necessary. In
training and out, eat a bowl
of Shredded Wheat every
morning with plenty of whole






The name of Maurice Baring i
ary qualities prized by the con
seur of styles. In this unpretentious
novel of the Tudor period appear again
the lucid monotones that mark him no
child of a post-war muse.
Robert Pcckham is the quiet story of
an Elizabethan gentleman caught up
in the intrigues of three reigns, yet
of In it a:
moving
the
touched always with that faint under-
statement by which Mr. Baring gains
his effects. The emotional tone of
the book is admirably delicate; the
MIRTHFUL HAVEN
Those of us who are plebeian enou
to indulge in the Saturday Evem
Post read and enjoyed this sumn
Booth Tarkington's latest noi
Mirthful Haven. The New York Tin
Review, by Louis Kronenberger. see:
worth quoting. "Here," he says, "is
man who writes with ease, who is i
ventive, shrewd, understanding, man
sided; whose observation of mannt
is accurate and vigorous; whose ser.
of life Is that of a born novelist. A;
yet, with the notable exception of "Ali
die-class geniality and
"Mr. Tarkington's new i
and that afterward as a well-off and
respected young widow, Edna will find
the means to happiness.
This altogether story-book captain
and the part he plays in concluding the
story is a glaring and typical instance
of Tarkington's defection from realism.




[ thereIng etched instead of carvf
is throughout the whole a sense of
For the student of history Robert
Peckham should be a delight forever.
While it lacks the robust verve to be
anticipated from a novel of the Tudor
age, it substitutes the fine detachment
of a scholar. Certain miniatures of
Henry the Eighth, of Anne Boleyn, and
particularly of Mary Stuart. Queen of
Scots, are interposed gracefully in the
quiet way, a profound and tragic rela-
tion of one man's life. Tragic is. how-
ever, a heavy term for such searching
melancholy as this, and the composure
of mind with which all issues of fate
are met by the chief figure leave a sure
final impression of peace. The descrip-
tion of the last years in Rome, togeth-
er with certain ineffaceable pictures
of its scenes, are a consummate develop-
ment of the writer's skill, an artistry
which needs no ballyhoo.
feet instance of both
aults, a perfect
ashion in which he mingles real-
ity with romance and shrewdness with
conventionality. The plot of Mirth-
ful Haven is so simple and pliant that
it lends itself as easily to the demands
H. P. L.
<f Zeno: Italo Svevo.
Knopff. 1930.
helpless human strug-
gle against governing social principles.
Mr. Tarkington, with praiseworthy aim,
chose to treat his plot with seriousness,
to focus emphasis upon the character
development of his heroine, to recog-
way of the world in his work-




ter of a disliked e
the sister of a girl who had gone wrong;
and she herself while still very young
acquired the reputation of having easy
ways. Lifted out of poverty and igno-
the accepted middle-class point o
view of our times, the concession a so
:ritic makes, away from satire ii
the direction of geniality. Mr. Tark
ington quite spoils the effect of hi
story with his final half-
m he provides in hi.-, elnnaetn: see
hopelessly blurred.
There is, besides, a great deal
iventlonal writing in Mirth
Haven. Not much of It is so good
the vigorous stretch near the end. The
pictures of the summer colonists and
the contrasting pictures of the natives
are often too superficial in the first
instance, and too picturesque in the
na's father, like Captain Embury, is
too benevolently and romantically
shaded to be convincing; and Edna
herself is not very real until her strug-
gle for Gordon begins. It is really
social comedy and social satire that
finds Mr. Tarkington at his most skill-
ful in Mirthful Haven. Where larg-
er issues are involved he seems badly
to lack vision. Perhaps it is his misfor-
tune that he began to write in an age
of many romantic absurdities, and that
Mirth- the standards of thirty years ago have
left their mark upon him. At any rate,
For Edna for all his gifts, he cannot rise above
the "is weakness. Mirthful Haven is
?h- ' extremely good reading; but it is not
Italo Svevo. until the production of
his humorously imaginative Confessions
of Zeno, was known in Italy as a
cessful business man rather than
After its publication his name was
linked with that of James Joyce and
Marcel Proust; and his fame spread as
rapidly as theirs. The Confessions of
Zeno might indeed be compared with
works of Joyce, Proust, or Gide. For
Svevo's work aptly parodies theirs.
There is vividness in this amusing
story of an over-sensitive, tragically ab-
normal "I." There is also sutble analy-
sis of minor character, and deft man-
agement of plot. But important in-
cidents, providing keynotes to char-
acter, are so frequent that, wearied
with individual scenes charged with
meaning, the whole tends to reach a
level. And then the
conveyed by vary-
ing pressures of a hand become ridicu-
lous. Then too, there is a cleverly man-
aged obstrusiveness in the unity of the
story. The hero's determination to give
up his cigarette-habit, and then his
mistress-habit—his labeling the last
cigarette LC. the last betrayal LB. is
a delightfully obvious attempt at pat-
tern. The philosophical
are often Individually worthy of
of :
ent to a fashionable school; then,
r grandmother's death, she went
to Mirthful Haven to live.
t meanwhile, at school—where
she had assumed her grandmother's
name—Edna had met young Gordon
Corning, whose family were leaders in
the Summer colony that came to Mirth-
ful Haven every year. Each had fal-
len in love with the other. Then, sud-
denly, they met in Mirthful Haven.
Pelter was a name that stood for every-
thing worthless there, and Edna had
not the courage to tell Gordon who
she really was. Cloaking herself in
mystery, ;
Wellesley Press, Inc.








her. Sooner or later the blow must
tall and it finally fell. Gordon's moth-
er found out all about her. learned of
her "past" and of her sister's past;
Gordon's father learned that Pelter
was a liquor smuggler, informed on him,
and caused him to meet his death
while trying, too late, to escape the
government patrol boat. And Gordon
himself, torn two ways when he learned
of
fail 1 the
reader in the right mood. Perhaps the
abrupt transition from narrative to
comment achieves this effect of bathos.
The hero of the story, moving like a
shuttlecock from wife to mistress and
back again in "a desire for a greater
intensity of life" is always quite uncon-
vincing.
Like Gide, Svevo has told his stoiv
The book is laudable in its frequent-
y highly comic detailing of strong
of fine shades of feel-
s vigilant family, and before a year
is out had found a girl named Peggy.
"Mr. Tarkington has told this story,
it only with a great deal of skill
al sense of human helpless-
ness and pathos, with a true knowl-
edge of human nature. It reaches and
passes its climax in a spurt of moving
and vivid reality: Edna's last scene with
Gordon, Wallace Coming's visit to Ed-
na after her father's funeral and the
scenes involving Mrs. Corning and her
sons, are scenes charged with life in
which people act according to their
natures and their backgrounds. Per-
haps quite rig-htly you will feel that
the story ends with Gordon giving Ed-
na up and leaving her in Pelter's ram-
shackle house with uncertain years be-
fore her, good years perhaps and more
likely bad. But it does not i
at this point Mr. Tarkington
1st, loses his grip on life. He
M. SEZAK
Wellesley Tailor and Cleanser
Tel. 0978
FOR THE GYM
Ve have a large assortment o
Garter Belts
Dainty Brassieres




ning, a courtly romantic old sea-
captain of 80, and now Captain Em-
bury steps in, before she can go to
pieces or be led astray, and in order to











8 Centre Ave., Newton, Mass.
Newton north 0077
WE PRINT ANYTHING
to a circus poster
MODERN MACHINERy
WELLESLEY SHOE
Sells and Repairs Shoes
Also Steamship Agency for all Lines.
On Your Desk-
to inspire intellectual in-
terest, to cultivate cacti
comradeship (or with
any other kind of plant)
follow your footsteps to
Fraser's. Alliteration
aside—from tiny plants
alone or parked in Jap
gardens way up to larg-
er ferns that seem to
dominate your domicile
—





When we first saw the shoe
below we cried: "Wellesley
women will adore it. Let's
order it in black suedewith patent, and brown with
kid, rameit PROTEGEE, and price it at £i 2. 50!''
We did, and Wellesley girls are proving that our
hunch was correct— for they are wholeheartedly
endorsing PROTEGEE.
|M co;,e in 10 ,.-e Protrg/,
•I at:ut oar scmi-dnll chiffon ho,e
' $1 jp a p„,r, 3 pairsfor $3 .75 .
THAYER McNEIL
SERVICE FUND EXTRA
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, OCTOBER 2, 1930
S. S. SERVICE FUND COLLECTS CARGO FOR
TRIP BEFORE BEGINNING WORLD CRUISE
Plans Made ToTall At Man/"
Ports From India To
The Philippines
What do you think of when you hear
the words "Japan," "China," "India"?
Cherry blossoms? Chopsticks? Rajahs
riding on elephants?—Probably. Let us
take a trip that will show us
aspect of th
The good ship Service Fund is
just starting on its annual cruise
around the world with its cargo of
pure gold. Let us go on board im-
mediately. Our boat leaves the port of
Wellesley College in October, and
usually the first stop is Labrador, but
as Louise Gilman was up there last
summer and has written an account of
her experiences, we can go across the
valley of the Loire, and in the
Vosges Mts. Here we find a "frater-
nite" or society for helping the French
war orphans. As we watch, the chil-
Paris and other big cities, thin and
pale not to say dirty. All are utterly
astounded at what they see—real
country, real water to swim in and best
of all the prospects of plenty to eat.
We leave part of our precious cargo
here before going by train to Spain,
where we visit the Collegio Inter-
national in Madrid. Since this is to
be a hurried trip we can do no more
than look around the city, as we have
to do in Sofia, Istamboul (Constan-
tinople), Smyrna, and Damascus—all
worth more than the superficial glance
we can afford—but we are eager to get
to Bombay to see what new improve-
ments have been made in Dr. Hume's
hospital at Ahmednagar.
Here it is the old story of a struggle
between the East and the West and
once more the western methods have
prevailed. Dr. Hume, the founder and
present head of the hospital, fought
not only the climate but the innate
dislike on the part of the people to
anything new—and won. The build-
ings we see before us, some of them
hardly completed, are the result of
her personal effort and years of
preparation and planning. The clean,
smooth-running machine which is the
hospital makes a deeper impression on
us because of its contrast to the usual
dirty, ignorant, lazy Hindu village.
could leave the whole of our cargo here,
but after unloading a few cases which
contain Dr. Hume's salary we again set
! for another place with
2 real personal contact—
Yenching University in Peiping (old
Pekin) in China. Here again It is not
the strangeness of the university that
strikes us first but rather its similarity
to some of our own colleges and its
differences from the rest of China.
The students arc, of course, Chinese,
but, in gym clothes particularly, they
resemble a group of college students
anywhere. We are met by Dr. Yao,
the head of the infirmary, who offers
to show us around. While we are look-
ing at the dormitories and other build-
inquiring find out that it is an old
bronze bell hung in a specially con-
structed pavilion. Not far from this
bell arc a Chinese tower and a temple
to the Goddess of Flowers, which may
seem strange things to be on a college
campus but they arc in reality as much
a part of the life there as Shakespeare
House is here. Reluctantly we say
goodbye to Yenching and cross the
Yellow Sea to Tokio, where Tsuda Col-
lege is situated. Here two pretty girls
in gay kimonos greet us and immedi-
ately start thanking us for something
—we are not, at first, sure just what
—
later it turns out that they won the
Wellesley scholarships there last year.
Tsuda College is being reconstructed,
so we hear a few familiar sounds such
as steel riveting which make us realize
that it is time to start for home. But
we must make one more stop before
setting out across the Pacific, and that
is at Manila, at the Central Philippine
College, where a new dormitory is be-
ing built and where we left part of the
cargo on our previous voyage. Our
cargo is getting very light now, but we
trip.
Fi.iKc.-i n this "ballast"
continental journey stoppir
never hears of but
where we are made very welcome.
Finally after visiting many schools, and
hospitals—Indian, black and white—
we arrive back in Wellesley.
S.S. Service Fund leaving Oct. 2—
please let your part of the cargo make
somebody's "ship come in."
PLEASE NOTE
That the Service Fund does not
• membership in, nor contribu-
te, college organizations, the
Cross. Christum Association, Stu-
s Aid Society, Wellesley Semi-
centennial Fund.
b. The Service Committee prefers
that no requests be made for the dis-
tribution of individual gifts to specific
institutions and causes.
EXPENDITURES
Am. Board of Foreign Missions $2000
Salary of Dr. Ruth Hume
Am. College lor fiirls, Damascus 200
Am. School for girls, Istamboul 100
Am. Indian Institute 150
Am. Ouvroir Funds 182
Care of French Orphans
Bryn Mawr Summer School 250
Tuition of Kirl from Brockton
Convalescent Home of the Children's Hospital 100
Internal! Inst, for girls in Spain 400
New Ln K . Grenfell Association 200
Kyrias Girls' School 100
Palmer Memorial School 100
Named for Alice Freeman Palmer
Pine Mountain Settlement School 100




These are of course only a few of the things that the Ser ice Fund did
last year but this list serves to show the variety of uses t which your
contributions arc put.
Sends Students To
Grenfell Colony In North
To condense the cxper
llto a few p.u.r,:;;phs
the 1
the fulhie.-s :iiui
variety of incidents is quite a con-
siderable task. For those who are not
aware of the opportunity offered, I
might say that it is the custom of the
college through the Service Fund to
send one girl each summer to work in
the Grenfell Mission Store in St. An-
thony, Newfoundland. It was my good
Newfoundland, as a great many
people do not seem to know, is itself
a dominion with the territory of Lab-
rador under
island is three fifths
population of fisherm
be struck with their loneliness—a few
gray board shacks huddled at the base
of the cliff, a few fish racks, equally
weather worn, motor boats and schoon-
ers. The mail boat which anchors
in the harbor to enable the people to
bring their freight and mail alongside
During the
not for the m
its fortnightly call,
months of winter, t
locked and if it wen
would be nothing ]
fairly prosperous fis
of Conchc and in the Mission base
station, St. Anthony. St. Anthony,
after these small White Bay hamlets,
seems a veritable New York -with its
large wharves, dry dock, three-story
hospital, three stores. Inn, staff houses
and a rather large number of homes
of fishermen and traders strung the
length of hot'-, sides of the harbor.
It was here on the top floor of the
warehouse that the clothing store
functioned. Here we unpacked the
many boxes of new and second hand
clothing from America and arranged
the contents on shelves. Here we re-
packed the clothing for the stations
in Labrador, sold it over the counter
in exchange for work to women from
tin-
orders to White Bay in return for the
mats they sent. A note picked at
random from the many will best illus-
trate this last but perhaps most iinpor-
"dcar frind iam sinding one mat
pleace slnd me one pear of girls
boots size 10 pear of pance and
sweter for a boy 6 yers old. if you
Usually during the course of a col-
lege year the Service Fund receives
many pleas for help in emergencies,
but last year the world was rather
fortunate in not having a great num-
ber of floods, fires or earthquakes.
However, in the spring came a call for
help from the homeless in the flooded
areas of France. This needed an im-
mediate answer, which took the form
of all the loose collection on April 27,
EWHA COLLEGE-.
riders' Day, 1930, o;
SEOUL KOREA
the New College Site
Letter Comes To Wellesley
From Korean College Head
of the Wellesley
College Service Fund Committee
Wellesley, Mass.
little unorganized group
into the most influential as well as the
highest institution for women among
Korea's twenty million people. The
Korean public, twenty years ago full of
doubt and opposition to the idea of
for increasing
Because of this success Ewha Col-
lege has entirely outgrown its two
cramped, inadequate little buildings on
a small city site. A beautiful campus
just outside the city is ready for build-
ings, which we are trying to secure
now. Of the total goal of $450,000
about $200,000 is already in sight. Wel-
lesley can understand what such an
effort means, and appreciate our long-
ing for adequate buildings and equip-
ment on the pine-covered hills and
valleys awaiting them.
Last year's Service Fund sheet was
an impressive document to me. The
variety of your interests and generosity
lay our cause before you. Ewha is
much like Yenching. to which Wellesley
means so much. Its added appeal is
that it is the only chance that Korean
girls have for that rich, full life which
training for service give.
Very truly yours.
Alice R. Appenzeller, 1909,
President of Ewha College.
We have never given anything to
Ewha College, but we feel that a
contribution from Wellesley would be
particularly appropriate this year
when our own new building is going
up. Won't you help us make our
"cargo" heavy enough this year so
Korc
nip?
Before beginning to gather mater-
ial for this sheet I regret to say I
never read one issue of this "extra" all
through. Then, of course, I had to
—
and was so—interested that I have
spent several hours reading old copies,
and anything else I could get hold of
that had some information about the
things that our money does. So I am
asking YOU to please read this all
through—whether or not you are plan-
ning to give a French orphan a holiday
next year—you MIGHT be interested.
Alumna Writes Description
Of Turkish Commencement
One of the i
surprising i
describes the life the writer is leading.
It was written by Miss Olive Greene, a
Wellesley graduate, who is now doing
missionary work in Turkey. The letter
is very long, so we can only reprint the
most interesting bits. She begins,
"This letter was started over two weeks
ago in Gediz. and ought to begin with
Commencement night in Giztep garden
under the trees and stars, with the
crowds and lanterns, the folk dancing
and Turkish and English plays and the
solemn, little giving of diplomas to three
of our fine girls. I don't think I ever
felt so proud to be one of the Turkey
mission.—The "ten per cent cut," when
we are seeing our way more clearly and
feeling more secure in the goodwill of
Turkey than any time since the Graeco-
long hard work was put into the study
(This is a reference to the financial
problems that were discussed at a
board meeting, and incidentally shows
that there is more need than ever, this
year, for outside help).
Miss Greene concludes. "Somehow I
find life very worth living. Of course.
I love Turkey, this ancient land that
is after all only eight years old and
new and raw like our wildest west: the
new roads and primary schools and
single telegraph wire strung on un-
certain poles marching off over the
sunbaked horizons. Mustata Kemal
Pasha has made this country a "Para-
dise": the upstanding assurance of the
village youngsters. "Of course we have
the
third grade"—all those are signs of a
new spirit I love to watch."
It is interesting to uiink that when
the S. S. Service Fund calls at a Turk-
ish port it is met by an old member of
the "crew" who helps to unload the
valuable "cargo."
In the past some people very fond
of arithmetic have been known to add
up the Service Fund expenditures, and
divide the sum by the number of stu-
dents, and the result which is about
ten dollars is said to be their "share."
The fallacy in this procedure is that
not everyone in the college can afford
to give such a "share," while others
can give twice that or more very eas-
ily. And then, we do not print a com-
plete list of expenditures as it would
be too long, which would make the
"share" different again. This year
why not use these mathematical oper-
ations to investigate your budget and
see what is the absolute maximum
YOU can give?
WELLES LEY COLLEGE NEW!
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
OPPORTUNITIES FRESHMEN HOUSES
IN FRANCE ELECT SONG LEADERS;
FIRE CHIEF NAMED
Work. Brown
WHAT HAS BECOME OF 1930
The Personal Bureau has already
had reports from 135 of the 283 mem-
bers who registered last year.
lists were published last spring
News. The alumnae named belo
been heard from since1 that tin:
Austin, Phyllis. Librai
University
Bass, Marion, Mathematics, Hope Farm,
Verbank, N. Y.
Bastow, Mary, Premium Teller, Met-
ropolitan Life Ins., N. Y. C.
Beale, Mary, Library Training Course,
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia
Beckwith, Elizabeth, Porter Sargeant
Co., Boston
Brengle, Grace Louise, English, Dover-
Poxcroft Academy, Dover. Me.
Brown, Juliet, Chemist, Cleveland
Electro Metals Co., Cleveland, Ohio
DeCourcy, Eleanor, Training Depart-
ment, Scudder, Stevens & Clark,
Dickinson. Nancy. Physical Education,
Columbia University
Dittrich. Dorothy, Training Course,
Syracuse. Memorial Hospital. Syra-
cuse, New York
Dunbar, Mary C, Psychology and So-
ciology. Chicago University
Duthie, Marjorie, Service Representa-
tive New England Tel. & Tel.,
Boston
Erdman, Lorraine, Training Depart-
ment, E. H. Rollins & Co.. N. Y. C.
Frazer. Margaret. English. Athletics,
Dancing, Brantwood Hall, Bronx-
Through the efforts of Madame An-
Irieu, former chairman of the Depart- I (Cont
nent of French, two members of 1930
|
fere awarded assistantships in French Wasningt>
chools for 1930-31. They are Kather
ne and Virginia Wells. Virginia Wells
as already sailed, but Katherine Wells
; unable to accept her





tiles and decorative metalwork—includ-
ed in the Third International Indus-
trial Exhibition sponsored by the Amer-
ican Federation of Arts this season,
exceptionally at-
display of
contemporary work. This is according
to announcement from the Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston, where the Exhibi-























Freiberg, Marga: Work. Cir
Fuller. Muriel, Teaching, Warwick
High School, Apponaug, R. I.
Griffin, Genevieve, Mathematics, Ge-
ology. Brantwood Hall, Bronxvllle.
N. Y.
Hamburg. Elinor, Laboratory Assistant
in Bacteriology. Board of Health
N. Y. C.
Hamilton, Sallie, Selling, Mendel
Brothers, Chicago, 111.






by about 900 exhibits. All entries have
been selected to illustrate the progress
of contemporary design toward a rea-
sonable and beautiful style which is
suitable for present day life and its
needs. Textiles have been limited to
those designed for drapery and uphol-
stery uses but the metalwork includes
many types of objects ranging from
heads from England, water-
ind cutlery from Germany,
pistols and fencing foils from France,
trophies from Sweden, England,
Denmark and Switzerland, toilet ar-
icles from Czechoslovakia, lamps and
ce-box handles from America, as well
is domestic silver from all countries
epresented.
The objects were assembled by Miss
Helen Plumb and Richard F. Bach, As-
,
Industry for the Federation.
The final selection for the traveling
exhibition was made by a committee
consisting of Henry W. Kent, Chair-
J
man, Metropolitan Museum of Art;
Harshe, Art Institute of Chi-
Idwin J. Hipkiss, Museum of
j
Johnson, Lois, Latin, Mathematics, I Fine Arts, Boston; Rossiter Howard,)
Tenacre School, Wellesley I Cleveland Museum of Art; and Fred-
Johnson. M. Georgina, Clerical Work, I erick Allen Whiting, President, Amer-
\
Yale Psycho-Clinic, New Haven ican Federation of Arts, Miss Plumb,
Kimball. Edith, Asst. Librarian, Mass. and Mr. Bach as ex officio members
Horticultural Society, Boston of the Committee. After the close of
MacLeod, Helen, Studying, Webber the Exhibition in Boston on November;
College. Boston and Florida 9, it will be shown in turn at the Metro-
MacPherson, Janet, Secretarial course. : politan Museum of Art, New York, the
Alden School, New York City Art Institute of Chicago, and the
<To be continued next week)
\




heart to write as it beats i
cord of its pulsations. The
was used for the first
a turtle heart which
from the reptile while a-
1 of all extraneous tissue,
to beat for thirty-six
hours, during which time it made a
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And a Thousand and One Other Beautiful Gifts
— You know you are welcome -
PENDLETON, INC. weE/U
Louise B. Van Everen
30 Church St.




are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive our
best attention.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
For Rent, $5.00 per Annum and up
The Wellesley National Bank




No matter how busy you are—how hard you
work or play— don't forget you owe your-
self that refreshing pause with Coca-Cola.
You can always find a minute, here and
there, and you don't have to look far or
wait lone for Coca-Cola. A pure drink of
natural flavors— always ready for you
—
ice-cold— around the corner from any-
where. Along with millions of people every
day, you'll find in Coca-Cola's wholesome
refreshment a delightful way to well-being.
9 Million A Day~it had to be good to get where
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEW!
tContinued from Page 4, Col.
met a freshman who was bored by it.
However, we understand the possibility
of one's being sickened with the ennui
of saying "hello" some fifty dozen times
and writing half as many signatures,
and we sincerely condone with and
admire those who have gone through
with it thus afflicted.
But tell us. does the complaint
,
go directly to
challenge to her to write the News
accepted thing to look bored at the
sponds, for heaven's sake, C. A. and
C. G., get your heads together and do
something about it!
19S4
Sophomore Prom and other traditional
activities. Is it not time for the pen-
dulum to swing the other way? And
is not the old theory that we get out
of a thing onlv what we put into it
To the Wellesley College News:
rather basic after all? Then, why not
begin bv making the C.A.-C.G. Recep-
We are defenders of "that dreadful tion and the events that follow it
institution," the C. A.-C. G. Reception through the year as pleasant as pos-
because, no doubt, we have enjoyed sible for our guests instead of contem-






and say, "Why is the reception?" and
say it before the affair is planned for
by the new officers, not after it is over
and freshmen are "terrified" and up-
perclassmen "annoyed"! Then, per-
haps, the complaint, once heard by the
right people, will get
an abolition of the
lustmcation of it.
Obviously this year's reception
Most freshmen enjoyed the reception.
Surely not for politeness' sake did they
keep the bored upperclassmen there
until a half an hour past the time they
were invited for, getting Miss Pendle-
ton and other notables to sign their
cards. And surely not through any
sense of duty did upperclassmen waste
their first afternoon back dragging un-
willing freshmen across the President's
lawn. Didn't they do it because they!
One of the most difft
id mature, shall we say in some in-
ances sophisticated, point of view .to
the exact state of mind of experienced
members of society. It is altogether
too easy to forget our precise feelings
of three years ago, or if we do not
forget, to ignore them, imagining that
we always existed upon the lofty in-
[ emotional plane upon
fondly picture ourselves.
We agree with the Free Press of
last week in saying that there is no
justification in maintaining an event
which pleases few and distresses many,
but we staunchly deny that the C.A.-
C.G. reception can be thus described.!
Primarily, the reception gives each;
old student an easy way to become;
acquainted with her little sister. After
your first, "I'm Mary Smith. Are you
my freshman, Betty Jones?" and the
usual "How are you's?" you avoid being
stranded with nothing to say. If you
start right off by making a date, she
knows that in all Wellesley's world of;
infamiliar people, one old student, at !
least, is interested in her. Right here,
is your biggest chance to help her en-
joy the reception. Don't criticize it,
for the great majority of freshmen i
would die rather than approve of an I
event despised by an upperclassman.
I
At the reception, old students see ah
;
their friends and find out who is back
and where they are living. Freshmen
and transfers have the opportunity to
see what the "high and mightys" at
Wellesley look like, and how encourag-
ing it is to find that you don't have to
be three-legged or one-eyed to hold a
o would slander the :
should be interested
e ate thirty-two pounds
drank forty gallons
OLE PLANTATION
87 St. James Ave., Boston
Chicken, Steak, Chop
Scallop & Ham Dinners $1
12-9 Daily Com. 8020
POPULAR SONG HITS
A freshman entering college not only I Kn°w mac w<
becomes a member of a class, of a col- 1 c°°kies and
lege government association, or any ofiP1111011 -
the other classifications to which fresh- 1 When the
men fall heir, but she automatically
j
arrive, their new campus clothes are in
becomes a member of what is to her i marked contrast to the well acclimated
a new society. Throughout the week : dresses and shoes of the old students,
designated as the time when she may Many of us look around us and wonder
come to feel at home on the campus, i if we will ever drop so low (by now
she has, however, no opportunity to | we all have, what with gym and bikes),
meet on a par with that entire social
j
By the time the old students are all
group as such. She goes from one i back, we are ready to give up in des-
meeting to another and witnesses with! pair: Wellesley girls, as we see them on
a degree of awe the major officers of
j
campus, own not hats, but berets and
the college preside at organization i bandanas, not shoes, but lily-pad ox-
meetings. But what about the social ' fords, and blazers instead of civilized
side? Can we deny, as upperclassmen,; coats. We walked around the lake to
the need for an opportunity for the the reception and found Wellesley at
entering class to meet us as persons its best—berets, boots, and blazers
and humans in the community to vanished into thin air. How wonder-
which they had first been admitted? ' ful it is to be a Wellesley girl, too.
And is there a more ideal place for I A Transfer.




are cofiles oj CJar'is 1 1 lodels
In fact, the hats for our $8.50 collection
are selected in this country by the fashion
expert who buys original models for us at
the Paris openings. She knows when she
makes her selection, which hats show the
true Paris-sponsored style tendencies, and
and she chooses only those that do. Col-
legians will find styles suitable for every
daytime costume ready now in our $8.50
hats. There are felts in quill-trimmed,
double-brimmed effects; close turbans;
off-face hats; berets; sectional-crown
styles; and hats with brims.
There are also hats of velvet,
for more formal occa-
sions. Sixth
floor.
R. H. STEARNS CO.
would givethought
pleasure? What else? And isn't any-
thing pleasurable to others worth do-
ing?
As to the •*baroaric custom of forcing
ten hands to shake a thousand"—the
ten hands (at least six of them) en-
joyed it, counting it a new experience
among the most interesting ones of
their new duties.
As to the "pink punch"—who was it
that used the thirteen hundred cups
provided, washing some of them twice!
with ice water in order to refill them;
with punch?
As to the "painfully scribbled" cards
>
end of a gruelling four years worth the
|
energy it took to get them?
The reception needs no justification
in the minds of the freshmen and
transfers who trod the greensward to
meet the President, the Deans, and the
major officers socially for the first time.
And it needs none in the minds of
those upperclassmen who put into it
enough thought and cordiality to get
everyone in college, and the reception
can do nothing more than start ac-
quaintances. Some may end there, but
it can at least open up to the new-
comers the great possibilities of friend-
ship in store which they see hinted at
in the greetings of old friends. Of
For those who can
stand the physical strain, also, we
only recommend restricted gym
archery.
We reiterate, C.A.-C.G.. like many
things in life, is not yet perfect. The
C.A. committee (which has many
other function's than merely the plan-







TO Wcliolcu College News:
May
To the Wellesley College News:
To those who think that the C.t
the consensus of opinion in the
reason to believe that they enjoy the
C.A.-C.O. reception. It gives them an
opportunity to see the rest of the Col-
lege at its best and to feel a part of
its social life. The majority of the up-
perclassmen are interested in fresh-
men and in spite of the opinion of our
more cynical and blase members, a gen-
eral atmosphere of friendliness does
prevail. We are not asked to do a
great deal for the new class; it is only
courtesy to do our small part willingly.
Because of the susceptibility of any
large group of people to a certain con-
raised in defense of
the C.A.-C.G. reception which at pre-
sent seems to be exciting so much com-
ment? Aside from the fact that the
reception still gives pleasure to many
of us. even to some of us upperclassmen
to whom it is not new. it seems that
the reception has a real place in the
activities of the opening week of col-
lege. During the opening days, the
freshman assemblies give to the in-
coming class some idea of the size and
make-up of their own class, but it is
not until Saturday morning in chapel
that the freshmen have the occasion
to feel themselves part of the under-
graduate body and of the college as a
whole. This sense of solidarity is a
purely academic one, and it would
seem that the C.A.-C.G. reception has
a real place in the week's program as
an aid to making the freshmen feel
that they are socially as well as aca-
demically part of Wellesley.
AMONG the one hundred
±\ leading American colleges,
each registering 1,700 or more
students, the majority prefer
Sheaffer's. Sheaffer's college
leadership means that these pens
will delight you, too.
Think! Here are pens with points
made for your hand alone— in-
struments that Balance" com-
fortably in your hand —graceful
things of beauty. And here is a
Lifetime guarantee that your
Lifetime" pen will serve you sat-
isfactorily while you remain i
earth. The longer you and your
Balance°Lifetime°live and work
together, the better you'll &et
alon&. Starttoday, whydon'tyou?
The ONLY genuine Lifetime" pen is Sheaffer's;
do not be deceived ! All fountain pens are guar-
anteed a&ainst detect, hut Sheillers Lifetime'
is guaranteed unconditionally for your life, and
other SheaHer product-, .ire forever e.u.ir.inteed
.is. iinsi detect in in Hen if. in,] workmanship.
Green or Black Lifetime' pens. $8.75; Ladies'
$8.25. Block-and-Pearl DeLuxe ami Marine
Green Lifetime pens. $10; Ladies', $.! 50.
Petite Lifetime 1' pens. $7 up. Golf or Hjndbji
Pencil, $3. Others lower.
*A recent survey made by
fcanization showed Sheaffer's fl
pen sales amon& the 100 leading
dents. Documents covering
this survey are avail-
able to anyone.
SHEAFFER'SVX PENSPENCILSDESKSETS SKRIP V^^/





of Trade has taken steps to stop bear
raids and manipulation as much as
possible, and has passed a resolution
stating that short selling by foreign
governments is objectionable and
The 5 which inakc- tin- whole
ditions could Soviet Russia make de-
livery on the wheat which it has con-
tracted to deliver in this country at
some future date. The freight rates
and the United States tariff of forty-
two cents on a bushel makes the de-
livery an utter impossibility.
Russia Rationing People
Another contradictory circumstance
is that Russia, far from having wheat
to sell, is now rationing its people and
doling out food on cards. No white
bread is available except to children
of Russian unloading. Perhaps it is
magnifying the matter beyond its pre-
sent scope, but it would seem that Rus-
sia is depriving her own people of the
things they desperately need in order
Various motives are suggested as the
reasons for these activities on the part
of the Soviet government. It is un-
doubtedly trying to get capital to fi-
nance its industrialization plan. More
radical observers of the phenomenon
think that the Soviet government is
trying; to foment revolution in other
countries. Representative Fish said it
might very well be a part of the pro-
gram to cause universal discontent.
The depression went on from Sep-
tember 8 through 11, during which
time the price of May wheat dropped
from 99^ to 94»&, a decline of five
cents. Samuel R. McKelvie, grain
member of the Federal Farm Board,
believes the Soviet is now buying back
wheat to cover the sales which started
all the trouble. On September 24, the
market rebounded three cents in the
last hour of trading. The condition
seems to be getting under control at
the present. The cooperation of the Chi-
cago Board of Trade with Representa-
tive Fish's committee and careful ob-
of Agriculture ought 1
RESUME WORK HERE
(Con
well as the Old Testament Seminar led
by Professor Holscher,
Seminar led by Professor Kahle




unhampered by consideration for the
Mock or for the sensibilities of oppo-
of the continual challenge
axioms of thinking and living, which
Miss P
Miss Antoinette B. Metcalf
P]<>h\-..~o] and Reference
spent a year of travel in visiting
oi Europe's greatest libraries. Miss
Metcalf worked during
the British Museum, where she was
fortunate in being admitted to the
stacks of the library, a privilege ac-
corded to few visitors. At Rome she
worked in the library of the
Academy,
guidance of M. Tisserand
of cataloguing of the Vatican library.
During her stay in Rome. Miss Metcalf
witnessed the
the signing of the Papal
also heard, while in Italy.
Tuscan speeches of Mussolini which
aroused so much hostile
Nuremberg she was present
the Augsburg Confessions..
Mrs. Hodder
Mrs. Elizabeth Hodder, Professor of
History, travelled with Miss Metcalf
during most of the year. Both this
summer and last Mrs. Hodder studied
at the British Museum




taking part in investigations and ex
cursions preparator
nial Virgil celebration. An especiall;
interesting feature of Mrs. Hodder am
Miss Metcalf's year was the cruise the;
took from Italy to Greece during th>
spring. The trip
Isles.




Latin, spent her summer in Rome
offering
this year. According to Miss Fletcher
enough to visit Rome for several years
would be astonished at the work which
has been accomplished by the Italian
government in the
perial Fora. The present
tion plans to clear as many of
fora as possible, restoring them if
necessary, and removing from





Bicycles Sold, Rented, and Repaired
69 CENTRAL ST.
Distance is no barrier
when you wish to











NEW DOGS by MORGAN DENNIS
Morrison's Gift Shop. Across from Seller's
Taking Electrical Convenience
From OI' Man River
&fje Plue Bragon
I CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.
A. M. to 7:30 P. M. Sunday, 5:30 to 7:30 P. M.
Tel. Wellesley 1089
:
Join in hi the Gaar.il Electric




'"pHE total capacity of waterwheel generators
*- built by General Electric in the last ten years is
more than enough to supply light and power for
twenty cities of one million population.
Installed in power houses along the waterways,
these machines transform the strength of mighty
rivers into useful electric energy for homes, for
industry, and for transportation.
The vision and skill of college-trained men are
largely responsible for the continuing leadership
of General Electric in its service of furnishing
machines and devices that provide the swift, sure
convenience and the economy of electricity— on
land and sea and in the air.









The last session of the General]
Court, by the enactment of Chapter 18
1
of the Resolves of 1930, provided for
the holding of a Tercentenary Expo-
sition of Governmental Activities of the i
This exposition will be held in con- 1
nection with the Eastern States Ex-
position at the Commonwealth Armory
in Boston, September 29 to October 11.
The Commission in charge of the ex-
position believes that it will be of great
interest and value to students. An
unusual opportunity will here be found
to study the origin, growth, and present
status of government.
Up From the Depths of Dormitories Ascend
Tales of The Lives of Their Jaded Janitors
How enlightening is contact with
the outside world! For instance, we
never knew, never even guessed, the
the Scandinavian
and of the Scandinavian jan-
in particular. The sacred repu-
n of the college is in good hands,
2 well assured. Nothing unseem- i
clock bell. Alfred'
should go out,
is and whether he wil
Well, Alfred, that w
the
ly will ever be uncovered in the Vill
as long as a Northman is in com-
mand of the lower regions. No
trunks will be delivered at wrong
cannot say.
relieve the
regularity. And if i
But that is n
Have you ever heard about Alfred's
cat? Well, Alfred finds the position
of janitor at Shafer pretty monoto-
nous without some companionship.
Being now well settled in sober mid-
tached, Alfred discovers that his di-
versions have become limited. Thus
Scot that he is, he has lavished his
affections on a stubby-looking, bob-
tail cat. Bobby, or Bubby (the
Scotch believe in opening the mouth
economically) is the latest of a long
list of felines. The last one had a
touching history. In middle life he
had his foot crushed in a trap, and
was nursed back to health by a soli-
citous Alfred, only. alas, to be "found
dead in bed," as it were, a few
Bobby replaced him as a little kit-
ten, scarcely able to totter on un-
steady paws. At the playful stage he
had to be coaxed out of one room
into another when the girls wanted
to study, but on the whole conformed
to house rules and behaved himself
pretty well. Now, however, he has
found that most of the janitors con-
fess to a hobby of some sort. Mr.
Murray, at Alumnae, finds human
t win nev-
nature fascinating. One harassed
young Freshman, mistaking Alumnae
We found for M . H. H., asked him if he was the
Looking down at his blue
fcrol
The hobby Stone Hall jan-
itor is well known to the people of
the house. Leander has for five years
been attempting the violin. Lately, he
has been threatening to give it up. A
good idea and one that ought to be
encouraged, we think, among nearly
all players of the squeaky in-
strument. Now that the dish-washer
with a flair for portrait painting has
gone, Stone is sadly lacking in artis-
tic ability.
August, of Severance, is in receipt of
two pounds of grapes for a sublimely
indifferent young lady who ordered
sr house without giv-
Although the august
of goods not his own, H
plans to hold the grapes
disintegrate. "Oh Lord, 1
servant fall in iniquity, :
the











VILLAGE HAIR DRESSING SHOP
THE LAST WORD
in MINIATURE GOLF COURSES—new and different
hazards — in short the most interesting course you have
ever played on.
DAYS 25c SUNDAY and EVENINGS 50c
25c after 1st round
Special Rates for Parties—Call Wei. 0635-J
Glenwood Miniature Golf Links















As a Pocket Pen
Getting the Parker Duofold is now
like getting two Pens at the price of one.
Attaching a tapered end converts it into
a Desk Set Pen. Removing the taper
restores it to a pocket Pen.
Either way, you save the price of a
second pen. You have only one Pen to
fill instead of two. And whether you
write at your desk or on the go, you
always have your favorite point.
You have a non-breakable Permanite
barrel that holds 17.4% more ink than
average, size for size—that is jewel-like
in lustre, color, and beauty. And most
of all— the famous Duofold *bonus





Even at higher prices, other makers
match this classic.
t it takes the place of a special
pen for the pocket and another for the
desk, il s sales are soaring beyond all
heights.
Go and ask the nearest dealer to show
Duofold is changed back and
forth from a Pocket o a Desk Set Pen.
, take it with you.
If not, go anyway and see this revolu-
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY, Jai
•k Point -smiths Paid a Bonus
Eleven merciless inspections are
given each Parker Duotold point.
Then we pay a bonus to our point-
;i u(\m i;f.i> fob life 5 7 *IO
